
MO DU LAR KITCHEN



POISE in its literal sense means - dignified, defined, graceful and
controlled.

Chindhy’s Interior’s with design & manufacturing expertise of 30
years introduces the brand ‘Poise’ to India with the same values
and objectives the name implies. At Poise the kitchens are
designed by creative designers with a dedicated Customer centricdesigned by creative designers with a dedicated Customer centric
approach and are trained to provide personalized solutions based
using Ergonomic principles.

The Kitchens are manufactured using imported CNC machinery,
by competent engineers, who ensure precision and are regimented
by stringent quality control measures, to enable our product to
withstand the heavy Indian usage.
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SKIRTING

POISE is constantly evolving and innovating to give your home

the perfect make-over. We strive to achieve this by

providing products and services that assist you in your day- to-

day chores and maximize your comfort. One of our offerings is

the Skirting option in modular kitchens- ensuring high-

quality and convenience and the assurance of a hassle free

and beautiful kitchen experience.

1. Easy installation

2. Use of high quality, light, difficult to deform, anti-aging,

hump-resistant material

3. Improves the look of your wall or flooring

HINGES

Soft closing hinges help in easy opening and closing of cabinet

shutters, simplifying cooking experience by furthering comfort.

They are made with Soft Close mechanism which facilitates

smooth closing of doors. With Soft door hinges there is no

slamming of the door, which leads to longevity and easy

maintenance of your kitchen. Some other features are:

1. The overload safety feature safeguards the hinge from

damage if the door is slammed.

2. The deactivation switch enables small or light doors to close

with the same high quality of motion.

3. Easily interchangeable with current compact hinge



FULLEXTENSION MECHANISM

The Full Extension Mechanism comprises of various slides

which can be used in drawers, file cabinets, kitchen baskets,

etc. Its functionality is to ensure easy and smooth sliding. This

mechanism gives the convenience of "holding the drawer in its

slot", which holds drawer in place and ensures it doesn't fall out

of its slot even if it is fully drawn out.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ball bearings help in reduction of friction

Holds the drawer in its slot and does not allow it to fall out

Gives higher load bearing capacity

Available in soft close, auto close and self-close options

SOFT CLOSING MECHANISM

Soft close is a mechanism which reduces the speed of a door or a

drawer as it closes on its own. The door or drawer is pushed

back normally, the moment it reaches the last 25 degrees of

closure, the soft close mechanism will act and the door or

drawer will slow down immediately and then close gradually

and silently.

1. Easy height side tilt adjustment

2. Matching organization options

3. Can be upgraded with touch to open features



ACCESSORIES

Accessories add more features to a kitchen’s functionality

accessories coupled with specialized hardware can be

exceptional results. We, at Evok, provide a wide range

models to make your kitchen a wonderful place. The products

of craftsmanship.
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functionality. For a perfect kitchen experience, more
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